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Abstract: This scientific research focus that everyone on the “EARTH PLANET” belong to caste of 
“RAMANUJAM” who shall be considered as the supreme god and the creator of entire cosmo universe. Case study 
shows that British parliament is often referred to as mother of parliaments because the British parliament has been 
the model to most other parliament systems and its acts have created many other parliaments having the British 
concept of THREE TIER MODEL. Further in conventional parliament PRESIDENT is considered as the highest 
legislative body and elected by members of the both houses and states council. In RAMANUJAM 
PARLIAMENT, Ramanujam shall be considered as the KING OF PARLIAMENT and MOTHER JANAKI 
shall be considered as the nominated president and also called as QUEEN OF PARLIAMENT.  
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Who I am?... What is my Nativity?... 
i) Am I Hollywood director? 
ii) Am I Hollywood Poet?... 
iii) Am I Hollywood Actor?... 
iv) Am I IAS topper?... 
v) Am I Great Scientist?... 
vi) Am I Eminent Engineer?... 
vii) Am I Lok sabha Speaker?... 
viii) Am I Christian?... 
ix) Am I Hindu?... 
x) Am I Muslim?... 
xi) Am I Buddhist?... 
 

If so… What is my caste?... What is my sub 
caste?... It is the next question asked by Human 
society. What is this peculiar word “Caste” exist 
in the dictionary especially in “OXFORD 
DICTIONARY” 

…Author 

 

This scientific research focus that everyone on the 
“EARTH PLANET” belong to caste of 
“RAMANUJAM” who shall be considered as the 
supreme god and the creator of entire cosmo universe. 
Will the human being accept this?... If not convinced 
then this is the time to clarify the following. 
i) HUMAN IS AVATAR OF GOD?... 
ii) HUMAN IS AVATAR OF APE?... 

 
This scientific research focus that the MEGA 

STAR of universe called by name by Author as 
‘RAMANUJAM’ who has created everything through 
his Mother “JANAKI”. JANAKI shall be considered 
as “CREATIVE SOUL” of RAMANUJAM. 

Case study shows that British parliament is often 
referred to as mother of parliaments because the British 
parliament has been the model to most other parliament 
systems and its acts have created many other 
parliaments having the British concept of THREE 
TIER MODEL. Further in conventional parliament 
PRESIDENT is considered as the highest legislative 
body and elected by members of the both houses and 
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states council. In RAMANUJAM PARLIAMENT, 
Ramanujam shall be considered as the KING OF 
PARLIAMENT and MOTHER JANAKI shall be 
considered as the nominated president and also called 
as QUEEN OF PARLIAMENT. 
 
 
(i) 

 
 
(ii) 
 

 
 
 

This research further focus that the entire cosmo 
universe shall be considered as “TRIPOD HOUSE” 
called by author as UNIVERSAL PARLIAMENT 
(Akkilem) having base foundation of three-in-one 
elements SUN, EARTH, MOON.  Sun, Earth, Moon 
shall be considered as preexisting supernatural 
elements rather than EVOLVED PLANETS… The 
hypothetical universal parliament, base foundation 
shall be narrated as below: 
 
(i) 
 

 
 
Region I - Antineutrinos radiation 

region (Black radiation) 
Region II - Neutrinos radiation region 

(Stardust radiation) 
Region III - EMR and Matter region 

(Einstein region) 
(ii) 
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i) SUN is like OPTIC (Supreme Court) 
ii) EARTH is like ELECTRIC (Lok Sabha) 
iii) MOON is like MAGNETIC (Rajya Sabha) 
iv) J-RADIATION is like SOUL (President) 

 

“RAMANUJAM” like “PRIME 
MINISTER (PERIYA MANTHIRI) 
“JANAKI” like “BRITISH QUEEN” 
(PERIYA NAYAKI) 

…Author 

 
This scientific research further focus that the 

President of Universe was kind enough to relax the 
parliamentary acts for the betterment and 
sustainability of human in three generation of 
EXPANDING UNIVERSE. It is focused that in the 
early universe the HUMAN ANCESTORS (Angel 
race) considered lived in MARS PLANET (5,00,000 
years ago) and during ‘Dark age’ of Universe the 
human populations consider transformed to ‘EARTH 
PLANET’ for sustainability of life due to change in 
climatic conditions (say 3,00,000 years ago). 

The philosophy of human populations lived under 
varied climatic conditions in three generation shall be 
described below. 

 
 

(i) 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(ii) 
 

 
 

(iii) 
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(iv) 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

(i) Mother nature is like creative soul (Theory) 
(ii) Anglican law is like ethics (Philosophy) 
(iii) British law is like revolution (Science) 
(iv) English law is like democracy (Technology) 

 
 
“SHIVA” shall be considered as pertain to the 

period of ‘Social law’ under Independent 
‘CONSTITUTIONAL RULE’ of nation say around 
10,000 years ago. British shall be considered as earthly 
political ancestor. 
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